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Objectives – To objectively quantify facial movement in response to facial

expression and spoken word.

Design – Experimental study.

Setting – Department of Dental Health and Biological Sciences, University Dental

Hospital, Cardiff, UK.

Experimental Variable – Facial movement was assessed in response to a

standardized smile expression and the utterance !puppy". The sequences were

recorded using a non-invasive, three-dimensional motion analysis image capture

system (3dMDfaceTM Dynamic System) at 48 frames per second.

Outcome Variable – To quantify the facial movement, sequential frames of a

sequence were aligned to the baseline ⁄ reference frame three-dimensionally using

best fit on non-moveable points in the upper half of the face. Accuracy of the

alignment process for each sequence was tested using the percentage of stable

points (i.e. within ±0.5 mm) within the upper half of the face.

Results – Quantifiable changes in facial topology were seen during both the

standardized smile expression and the utterance !puppy". The mean percentage of

points (SD) that remained stable within the upper half of the face during the

utterance !puppy" was 88.8% (4.7). During the standardized smile expression, there

were a much lower percentage of stable points in the upper half of the face

with a mean (SD) of 60.9% (3.2).

Conclusion – The 3dMDfaceTM Dynamic System allows objective, three-

dimensional, non-invasive assessment of facial movement. The utterance !puppy" is

a more appropriate measure of facial movement when compared with the

standardized smile expression.

Key words: facial expression; facial movement; motion analysis; speech;

three-dimensional

Introduction

Craniofacial assessment for diagnosis, treatment planning and outcome

has traditionally relied on imaging techniques that provide a static image
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of the facial structure. Evaluation and quantification of

facial movement however is becoming particularly

important, for example in children undergoing facial

surgery (cleft lip and palate), in the assessment of

patients with motor deficits (facial nerve palsies) and in

the evaluation of psychomotor function associated with

depression or pain.

Until recently, the only tools available for the evalu-

ation of facial function ⁄ movements were based on

subjective scaling assessments (1–3) or two-dimen-

sional measurements (4). Subjective assessments have

the drawback that they are based on scales that are

discontinuous and ambiguous (5) and although two-

dimensional measurements are objective, studies have

cast doubt on their validity (6–8).

This study represents experimental work that

centres on a novel, non-invasive imaging system

capable of three-dimensional, soft tissue image cap-

ture during facial movement. The methodology

behind image capture is outlined and facial move-

ment is assessed in response to facial expression and

spoken word.

Materials and methods
Equipment and apparatus

The scanning apparatus used in this study was the

3dMDfaceTM Dynamic System (3Q Technologies,

Atlanta, GA, USA). It is a three-dimensional, non-

invasive system capable of static image capture as well

as dynamic capture with sequential framing of up to

18 s at 48 frames per second (fps) under full resolution.

It captures images based on active stereophotogram-

metry using a random infra-red speckle projection to

capture both pattern-projected and non-pattern pro-

jected white-light images simultaneously.

The specifications of the system include six A202kc, 1

mega pixel area scan cameras with Kodak" KAI-1020

Interline Transfer Progressive Scan CCD Sensors (Bas-

ler Electric", Highland, IL, USA) and six Pentax"

(Pentax UK Limited, Slough, UK) C1641-M 16 mm 1.1:4

TV lenses.

Two custom made, infra-red projectors with 24-V

halogen lamps, 50-mm lens and filters fitted enable

projection of a random infra-red speckle pattern and

data is processed using an Intel" Pentium" 4 Computer

Processing Unit (CPU) 2.40 GHz, 0.98 RAM, 220 GB

with six Seagate" SCSI 15k RPM 18 GB external hard

disk drives. The imaging components are secured to a

rig which enables standardization of image capture

(Fig. 1).

Image acquisition and file output

The capture time for a static image is 1.5 ms. Ten

output files are generated per static image. The

three-dimensional geometry definition files (TSB and

OBJ) are generated as one continuous point cloud

produced from the two camera viewpoints. Distor-

tion of the infra-red speckle as it projects onto a

subject"s face allows the CPU to generate three-

dimensional co-ordinates or points of the face through

complex algorithms. Several thousand points make up

the cloud for a three-dimensional image of the face.

Images were handled, managed and processed using

the reverse design ⁄ engineering software application,

Geomagic Qualify 7! SR2 (Raindrop Geomagic Inc.,

Research Triangle Park, NC, USA).

Image processing

Following image acquisition, unwanted or erroneous

data are first cropped or removed – this includes any

hair, the ears, the neck up to the throat point and any

visible clothing.

Images are then !cleaned" whereby a sophisticated

shape-correction algorithm within the Geomagic

Qualify 7! SR2 software application is applied. It can

Fig. 1. Photographic representation of the 3dMDFaceTM Dynamic
System taken with Fujifilm F31fd digital camera.
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remove dents, smooth cylindrical sections, or sharpen

edges but is designed to change only the connection

topology, and does not add points nor alter the current

position of points.

For a sequence, an image must first be designated as

the reference or baseline frame. Each remaining image

is then designated as a test frame, and aligned on non-

moveable points (the upper half of the face) within the

three-dimensional point cloud. This is carried out

individually for each test frame and the reference under

a tolerance of 0.5 mm. This allows very little error in

alignment of two or more objects. A colour deviation

map of the differences (mm) between the two objects

then enables quantification of the changes in facial

movement over time.

Assessment of facial movement

Natural head posture was adopted for all image

acquisitions. A standardized smile expression was used

based on !action unit 12" of the Facial Action Coding

System (2). This involved the subject to perform a

maximal smile without opening their mouth and

without moving any other parts of the face, i.e. no

variations other than lower face variations caused by

the smile (so no eye widening or eyebrow movement).

The word !puppy", which is a bilabial speech posture

involving articulation of both the upper and lower lips,

was also used to assess facial movement. Image cap-

ture began with an audio cue (clapperboard) to signal

the start of phonation to the subject and a concurrent

audio–visual recording on a home digital video camera

and microphone.

Analysis of the audio recording allowed the sequence

of 3D geometry files to be related to a particular point

in time. This was carried out on the digital audio editor,

AudacityTM 1.2.6 (Audacity Developer Team).

As the upper half of the face is used to superimpose

frames, accuracy of this superimposition is important

and therefore both the standardized smile expression

and the utterance !puppy" were investigated for this

trait. The frames for each sequence were cropped at a

coronal plane through subnasale, 90# to the mid-

saggital plane and superimposed to the reference

frame to detect any movement of the upper part of

the face during the sequence. Stability of the upper

part of the face was recorded as the percentage of

points within ±0.5 mm.

Statistical analyses

Statistical analysis was carried out on a visual and

descriptive basis using the predictive analytic software

application SPSS 14.0 Release 14.0.0 5 September 2005

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Boxplots were used to

show the median, interquartile range, outliers, and

extreme cases of individual variables. 95% confidence

intervals (CI) were used to assess the reliability of the

mean and to infer differences between tested variables.

Results
Assessment of facial movement

Figure 2 shows 3D colour deviation maps of three

time points along the standardized smile expression

sequence. Corresponding 3D surface images are shown

adjacent. The maps show that from rest (T0), signifi-

cant facial movement occurs during this expression.

Strong positive changes (up to 5 mm) are seen in the

region that corresponds with the zygomaticus muscles

overlying the maxilla as they contract to bring the lips

upwards. The regions corresponding to the upper lip

and depressor anguli oris muscles flatten as they lift

upwards showing negative changes (up to )4.3 mm).

Figure 3 shows three sample 3D colour deviation

maps during the utterance !puppy". Corresponding 3D

surface images are shown adjacent and the time point

below. Two distinct segments are seen from the time

line, each containing a collection of mouth postures

or visemes; the first segment contains the viseme

sequence ⁄ p ⁄ ⁄ u ⁄ ⁄ p ⁄ and the second contains ⁄ p ⁄ ⁄ y ⁄ .
Fuller descriptions of the distinct mouth postures

capable by a person have been published in classic

texts (9). As the !puppy" sequence progresses, negative

changes (up to )5.0 mm) are seen affecting the regions

corresponding to the orbicularis oris and mentalis

muscles and positive changes (up to 5.0 mm) to the

buccinator and floor of mouth.

During the utterance !puppy", the mean percentage

of points (SD) that remained stable (i.e. within

±0.5 mm) within the upper half of the face was

recorded at 88.9% (4.7). The 95% CI was recorded at

86.8–90.8%. During the standardized smile expression,

there were a much lower percentage of stable points in

the upper half of the face with a mean (SD) recorded at

60.9% (3.2) and a 95% CI of 59.6–62.3% (Fig. 4).
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The 95% CI of the mean of difference in the points

that remained stable in the upper half of the face

between the two groups was 25.5–30.2%. The

magnitude of the difference in the 95% CI"s implies that

there may be a difference in the accuracy of using the

upper part of the face as a stable reference between the

two sequences.

Discussion
Materials and apparatus

Recent studies have begun to describe three-dimen-

sional techniques capable of objective measurements

of facial movements and therefore provide a means of

evaluating soft tissue function (6–8, 10–14). Using

commercially available video-based tracking systems

or in-house designed systems, facial movement is as-

sessed by tracking markers placed on various facial

landmarks.

Other studies have also implemented videotaping to

record facial movement but without the use of facial

markers. Following digitization of the video recording,

absolute pixel counts from sequential frames can be

subtracted from the reference or baseline frame to give

computer generated x–y plots of relative facial move-

ment (15). Results have shown that disease-specific

profiles can be constructed using computer methods

that are not possible with subjective grading systems

highlighting the importance of the development of

computerized objective systems capable of facial

movement analysis (16).

There are currently two commercially available

three-dimensional motion analysis systems available;

the 3dMDfaceTM Dynamic System (17) used in this

study which is based on active stereophotogrammetry

and the 4D Capture System from DI3DTM (Dimen-

sional Imaging, Glasgow, UK) (18) based on passive

stereophotogrammetry. The specification for the

standard 4D system from DI3DTM is a three camera,

single-pod comprising two 2 mega pixel greyscale

cameras and one colour camera functioning at 30 fps.

Their latest high-performance 4D system is also a

single-pod with two 4 mega pixel greyscale cameras

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 2. (A) Colour deviation map of time
point T0 (baseline) of the standardized smile
expression sequence with corresponding 3D
surface image adjacent. T = 0.02 s. Scale in
mm. 3D data obtained using reverse
design ⁄ engineering software application,
Geomagic Qualify 7! SR2. (B) Colour devi-
ation map of time point T10 of the stan-
dardized smile expression sequence against
the baseline (T0) with corresponding 3D
surface image adjacent. T = 0.02 s. Scale in
mm. 3D data obtained using reverse
design ⁄ engineering software application,
Geomagic Qualify 7! SR2. (C) Colour devi-
ation map of time point T22 of the stan-
dardized smile expression sequence against
the baseline (T0) with corresponding 3D
surface image adjacent. T = 0.02 s. Scale in
mm. 3D data obtained using reverse
design ⁄ engineering software application,
Geomagic Qualify 7! SR2.
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functioning up to 60 fps. Two pod versions of both

DI3DTM systems are also available (19). The most

recent 4D system from 3dMDTM is a six camera, two-

pod system comprising of six 1.3 mega pixel cameras

(four greyscale and two colour) functioning up to

60 fps and includes an integrated time and audio

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 3. (A) Colour deviation map of T5
against T0 (baseline) during the utterance of
!puppy". Corresponding 3D surface image is
shown adjacent and time line below.
T = 0.02 s. Scale in mm. 3D data obtained
using reverse design ⁄ engineering software
application, Geomagic Qualify 7! SR2.
Audio data obtained using digital audio
editor, AudacityTM 1.2.6. (B) Colour devia-
tion map of T20 against T0 (baseline) during
the utterance of !puppy". Corresponding 3D
surface image is shown adjacent and time
line below. T = 0.02 s. Scale in mm. 3D data
obtained using reverse design ⁄ engineering
software application, Geomagic Qualify 7!
SR2. Audio data obtained using digital audio
editor, AudacityTM 1.2.6. (C) Colour devia-
tion map of T33 against T0 (baseline) during
the utterance of !puppy". Corresponding 3D
surface image is shown adjacent and time
line below. T = 0.02 s. Scale in mm. 3D data
obtained using reverse design ⁄ engineering
software application, Geomagic Qualify 7!
SR2. Audio data obtained using digital audio
editor, AudacityTM 1.2.6.
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recording facility. For the analysis of speech, these

higher frame capture rates are preferential to ade-

quately capture high-frequency distinct speech

sounds – many of which have a duration of only

20 ms (20). A system with an integrated time and

audio facility is a highly attractive feature which

would save valuable manual processing hours and

also make the process of image capture using the

methodology described in this paper much simpler.

An important aspect of the 3dMDFaceTM Dynamic

System is that white light is used to capture colour

texture images of the face simultaneously with the

infra-red pattern produced three-dimensional data.

There is inevitably a small infra-red component to the

white light which may have the potential to drown

some of the infra-red speckle pattern therefore com-

promising image capture. The authors have found the

use of cold-illumination in the form of two Bowens

Tri-lites! (Bowens International Limited, Essex, UK)

minimizes this effect. The passive stereophotogram-

metric DI3DTM system uses a stereo pair of low-noise

monochrome cameras to capture three-dimensional

shape and a single colour camera to capture the col-

our texture images using only regular white light

projection which means there is no possibility of cross

talk between visible and infra-red light compromising

image capture. There are currently no published

studies comparing the two systems for reliability or

validity.

Image processing

The three-dimensional point cloud data acquired by

the 3dMDFaceTM Dynamic System was matched for

individual frames using surface matching. Although

this was carried out under a tolerance of 0.5 mm to

minimize error, small errors in alignment of the fore-

head could lead to larger errors in the other regions of

the face. A surface matching approach (21), which

separately matches the eyes, the forehead and the nose

regions, (i.e. the facial regions which are relatively less

sensitive to movement during facial movement) using a

modified ICP algorithm (22) can convey higher accu-

racy. Voxel-based algorithms are another documented

method of matching three-dimensional data and are

often used in matching data from MRI or CT scans to

high precision (23). As the data set acquired in these

image capture techniques is based on voxel represen-

tation, this can be considered the more appropriate

matching system for these image capture techniques.

The point cloud data provided by the 3dMDFaceTM

Dynamic system could be approximated by voxel

coordinates but this would use more memory and

therefore frames would also take longer to match

especially if the surface to voxel conversion time is

included.

Assessment of facial movement

A review of the literature showed that in previous stud-

ies, either speech or facial expressions have been used to

assess facial movement (24, 25). As the majority of the

facial surface moves during the standardized smile

expression, the number of stable or !still" points on

the face decreases. Therefore alignment of sequential

frames using surface matching may not be accurate as a

small error in the region of the forehead could result in a

larger error in the region of the chin. The mean (SD)

number of points that remained stable in the upper part

of the face during superimposition of frames was only

60.91% (3.24). Further methods of assessing facial

movement were therefore investigated.

Lip function during speech has been another

reported method of assessment of facial movement (14)

as observation and evaluation of the visible articulators

Fig. 4. Boxplots showing accuracy of superimposition of the
utterance !puppy" sequence and the standardized smile expression
sequence. Data obtained using predictive analytic software applica-
tion SPSS 14.0 Release 14.0.0.
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during speech can enable the clinician to determine

functional normality or a potential disorder (26). The

utterance !puppy" was used in this study as a review of

speech literature found this to be a bilabial speech

posture involving movement of both lips (27). This

would therefore give a good representation of facial

movement in the lower third of the face while leaving

stable or !still" landmarks on the upper thirds of the

face allowing accurate alignment of sequential frames

to the reference or baseline. It was shown that almost

90% of points remain stable in the upper part of the

face when superimposing frames during the utterance

!puppy".

Conclusion

• The 3dMDFaceTM Dynamic System allows objective

three-dimensional, non-invasive assessment of

facial movement.

• The utterance !puppy" is a more appropriate measure

of facial movement when compared with the stan-

dardized smile expression.

Clinical relevance

Objective analysis of facial movement forms an

important consideration in the assessment and out-

come of several medical disciplines. Of the little work

published in this area, facial expressions and speech

have been the main methods used to assess facial

movement. This research centres on a non-invasive,

three-dimensional imaging system capable of captur-

ing facial movement at high frame capture rates. Facial

movement was assessed in response to facial expres-

sion and spoken word. Surface matching of frames

revealed quantifiable changes in facial topology during

both sequences. Spoken word was deemed to be a

more appropriate measure of facial movement using

this methodology.
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